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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2023 Forest River RV Impression 315MB, Forest River Impression fifth wheel
315MB highlights: Four Slides Loft Bed Middle Bunkhouse Kitchen Island Floor to
Ceiling Pantry Outside Kitchen 18' Adjustable Power Awning Wow! This fifth
wheel will surely make an impression with its middle bunkhouse that can be
utilized as an extra bedroom, second living room or even an office thanks to the
desk and sofa that becomes a Versa queen bed at night. You will also find a flip-
down upper bunk, a slide out for more floor space, and a wardrobe for clothing.
The full bathroom is between this room and the front bedroom that offers lots of
storage including a slide out wardrobe, a space prepped for a washer/dryer,
nightstands to place your cellphone and such, plus a queen bed. The rear kitchen
includes plenty of storage for your dishes, pans, drinkware, and dry goods. The
cook will love the kitchen island, the full amenities as well as the choice to use the
outside kitchen to help feed everyone. And the free standing dinette with chairs
plus the tri-fold hide-a-bed sofa offer seating inside. With any Impression mid-
profile fifth wheel by Forest River, the focus of the design is comfort and value,
built with quality craftsmanship and attention to customer's desires in each
Impression! The exterior includes upgraded E-rated Goodyear Endurance tires
made in the U.S.A., custom exterior graphics package, and One Touch automatic
leveling system for easy setup. There is also an enclosed docking station and a
gel coat fiberglass front cap with an automotive windshield with LED lights for
style and beautiful views. The fully heated and enclosed AccessiBelly has
removable underbelly panels and offers four seasons of travel. The interior has
oversized opening windows in the living area for more natural lighting and good
air flow, a stainless steel single bowl sink with high rise faucet with a pulldown
sprayer to easily clean the dishes, and a porcelain foot flush toilet to mention a
few comforts and conveniences.
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 286361
VIN Number: 5ZT3MPXB1PD003542
Condition: New
Length: 38
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 4

Item address , North Canton, Ohio, United States
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